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Term 4 Overview 

KLA CONTENT ASSESSMENT 

ENGLISH SCHOOL-BASED PROGRAMMES 

Students at Springfield Central State School are engaged in explicit teaching of core literacy concepts, 
aligning with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum.   
Year 2 students are explicitly taught the following school programmes: 
- Reading 
- Writing (including genre, grammar, punctuation/editing and Seven Steps to Writing Success) 
- Vocabulary 
- Spelling 
- Comprehension 
- Handwriting 

- Speaking and Listening 

- Persuasive written 

assessment 

-Observation 

-Monitoring 

 

MATHS Number and place value  
 recall addition number facts  
 identify related addition and subtraction facts  
 add and subtract with 2-digit and 3-digit numbers  
 use place value to solve addition and subtraction problems  
 represent multiplication and division  
 connect multiplication and division.  
Fractions and Decimals  
 identify halves, quarter and eights of shapes and collections  
Patterns and Algebra  
 describe number patterns  
 identify missing elements in number patterns  
 identify and describe patterns created by skip counting  
 investigate features of number patterns resulting from adding twos, fives and 10s  
 solve problems using number sentences for addition and subtraction.  
Using Units of Measurement  
 directly compare mass of objects  
 use informal units to measure mass, length, area and capacity of objects and shapes  
 compare and order objects and shapes based on a single attribute.  
 tell time to the half hour, quarter hour  
 read analogue and digital clocks (half, quarter hour)  
Shape  
 draw two-dimensional shapes  
 describe there-dimensional objects  
Location and transformation  
 identify half and quarter turns  
 represent flips and slides.  
Chance  
 explore the language of chance  
 make predictions based on data displays.  
Data representation and interpretation  
 identify questions of interest based on one categorical variable  
 gather data relevant to a question  
 organise and represent data  
 interpret data displays.  

-NCD Diagnostic Test  

 

-Representing data and 

chance Assessment  

 

- Solving number problems 

Assessment 

 

- Time, slides and flips 

Assessment 

 

SCIENCE SAVE PLANET EARTH 

In this unit, students investigate Earth's resources, describing changes to and reflecting on how Earth's 
resources are used and the importance of conserving resources for the future of all living things. 

- Monitoring: Earth’s 

resources  

- Report: Earth’s resources 

GEOGRAPHY HOW ARE PEOPLE AND PLACES CONNECTED? 
In this unit students will investigate the inquiry questions: how are people connected to their place and 
other places? What factors affect my connection to other places? 

- Project: Guided Research 

PROGRAM 

ACHIEVE 

PERSISTENCE 
Students are working towards the goals of: 
* Trying hard when encountering difficult material 
* Staying with difficult tasks until they are completed 
RESILIENCE 
Students are working towards the goals of: 
* Remaining calm in confronting or challenging situations. 
* Calms down in a reasonable period of time when very upset 
* Always bouncing back to work or play. 

- Monitoring & Observation 

 


